
INTRODUCTION 
One of the best physicochemical techniques for sewage 
disposal is adsorption. It is very effective at removing pollutants 
from wastewater when it is being remedied1,2 due to its many 
benefits, including high removal efficiency, the absence of 
chemical sludge, and ease of accessibility.3 It is regarded as 
the most adaptable method for containing these pollutants 
and is simple, affordable, low-cost, easily manageable, and 
has environmentally friendly characteristics.4 Due to its 
numerous benefits, including its applicability across a wide 
range of sorbate concentrations, effective removal efficiency, 
low instrumentation cost, and the presence of numerous 
rates controllable parameters, it has proven to be a successful 
technique.5 The macromolecular polymeric gel known as a 
hydrogel can absorb a lot of water via H-bonding and swell up, 
but it can’t be broken down because of the physical or chemical 
crosslinking of the polymer chains.6,7 hydrogel is produced by 
intermolecular crosslinking of polymer chains via physical, 
covalent, or ionic forces. Due to the molecular structure and 
polymeric networks of hydrogels, which make them sensitive,8 

research on stimuli-responsive composite hydrogels made of 
natural polymers like cellulose and acrylic acid has received a 
lot of attention. Because of ionic repulsion between its anionic 
groups, acrylic acid is regarded as a pH-sensitive substance. 
It can be made at different concentrations, fabricated into 
various sizes and shapes, and mixed with other substances 
prior to gel formation.10,11 Microcellulose has been selected 
as a viable option for the creation of hydrogels because it is a 
biodegradable and biocompatible biopolymer (Figure 1).12-14 

Sulfadiazine, an antibiotic belonging to the sulfonamide 
class, is used to treat many infections, including urinary tract 
infections, trachoma, and chancroid shown in (Figure 2).  

Figure 1: chemical structure of Micro Cellulose
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In t reating toxoplasmosis in patients with acquired 
immunodeficiency syndrome and in newborns with congenital 
infections, this drug is one of the short-acting sulfonamides 
used in conjunction with pyrimethamine.15,16

An antibiotic is savez felinoloskih drustava hrvatske 
(SFDH). It is the preferred treatment for toxoplasmosis, which 
is brought on by a protozoan parasite when combined with 
pyrimethamine, a dihydrofolate reductase inhibitor.18 It is 
used to treat otitis media, prevent rheumatic fever, chancroid, 
chlamydia, and Haemophilus influenza infections, and as 
a prophylactic measure.19 This study showed that the super 
absorbent composites [GO/P(AA-AM-MCC)] had high 
mechanical strength and a high rate of drug adsorption. 
Super absorbent composites made of [GO/P(AA-AM-MCC)] 
that are mechanically superior may soon gain significance in 
adsorption.

METHOD AND MATERIALS 

Materials and Chemicals 
Graphite powders with concentrated sulfuric acid, sodium 
nitrate, potassium permanganate, and hydrogen peroxide from 
Kemiou Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. The sodium oxide and 
hydrochloric acid sources were (B.D.H), acrylic acid, acryl 
amide AA and MCC supplied by Himedia. KPS and MBA 
were supplied Fluka, sulfadiazine supplied. HCl was purchase 
from Samaraa company SDA, Iraq, All solutions were made 
with deionized water, and all reagents were of analytical purity 
and required no further purification.
GO/P(AA-AM-MCC) Composite Preparation for 
Adsorption
In the aqueous solution, free radicals co-polymerized after 0.5 
g of MCC was dissolved in 10 mL of distilled water under N2 
gas with stirring for an hour at 50°C. The mixture was then 
added 5 mL of acrylic acid AA before being transferred to 
a 500 mL three-neck flask with a condenser and separating 
funnel. The composite was broken up into pieces, agitated for 
15 hours while being washed in distilled water, with the water 
being changed every 60 minutes to get rid of any unreacted 
monomer, and then dried in an oven at 60°C until it reached 
a consistent weight. This process led to the creation of the 
polymeric composite.
Characterization of Composite

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy Analysis of 
Infrared Spectra
The functional groups in the prepared composite were located 
using infrared spectroscopy (FTIR Shimadzu 8400S, Japan). 

Using the conventional KBr pressed pellet method, Data from 
FTIR spectroscopy were obtained for prepared surface in range 
frequency (4000–400 cm-1).
Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy
FESEM is a technique for emission scanning electron 
microscopy to investigate characteristics of the prepared 
surface’s exterior surface, a FESEM was employed as the 
image was captured following the application of a thin layer 
of gold under low pressure.
Atomic Force Microscope
Using a Park Systems XE-70 Atomic Force Microscope 
in a non-contact manner, atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
was carried out to study the prepared composite’s external 
structure, to obtain three-dimensional images of the hydrogel 
and measure its thickness and grain size.
Differential Scanning Calorimetry - Thermogravimetric 
analysis
With 5–20 mg samples and a heating rate of 10oC min-1 from 
50–600oC in an ar, DSC-TGA measurements were performed 
using Perkin Elmer Diamond higher heat analyzer. 
Brunauer-Emmett-Teller - Barrett-Joyner-Halenda
surface characteristics of produced hydrogel, including the 
surface area and the distribution of pore sizes, were examined 
using BET-isotherms technique adsorption desorption and the 
BJH method (NOVA 2200e).
Determination of Maximum Absorption (λmax) and 
Calibration Curve for SFDH Drug
Using a quartz cell 1 cm thick, we recorded the UV-Vis 
absorption spectra of a 10 mg/L solution of SFDH between 200 
and 400 nm to determine its maximum wavelength, λmax= 233 
nm. To establish the SFDH drug’s calibration curve, a series 
of solutions were prepared by serially diluting the standard 
drug solution to yield concentrations between (1–40 ppm). The 
drug’s maximum absorbance wavelength was used to measure 
the concentration of these solutions (233 nm). 
Adsorbed quantity calculation
The following equation was used to determine the amount of 
SFDH drug absorbed:20

Where: 
x is the amount adsorbed, m is the weight of the adsorbent 

in g, Co is the starting concentration in mg per L, Ce is the 
equilibrium concentration in mg per litre, and V is the volume 
of the solution (L).
Kinetic Adsorption Isotherm
At 20ºC, 10 mL of drug solutions with concentrations between 
10 and 100 ppm were mixed with 0.05 grams of [GO/P(AA-
AM-MCC)] composites through shaking to determine the 
adsorption isotherms. We centrifuged the suspensions at 

Figure 2: Chemical structure of SFDH
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6000 rpm for 15 minutes after shaking them for 120 minutes. 
An analysis of the spectrophotometric data revealed the drug 
concentration.
Effect of Weight of composite
Different masses (0.01, 0.02,0.03, 0.04,0.05,0.06, 0.08 and 0.1 
g), with particle size 100 μm of [GO/P (AAC-MCC)] composite 
and 10 mL of a SFDH drug concentration (50 mg/L) were 
mixing using shaker water-bath at 20°C. The experiment was 
conducted for 120 minutes equilibrium time at 6000 rpm.
Effect of Contact Time 
After making sure of everything, the researchers calculated 
how long it would take for the composite surface and the 
SFDH drug to reach an equilibrium state. With the time 
variable adjusted, 50 ppm SFDH drug concentration solution 
was added, 0.05 g of composite is added to every 10 mL of 
medication. The drug concentration was then calculated from 
the remaining residue after centrifuging the solutions for 
varying times (1–360 minutes). 
Determination of Gel Content 
To get rid of the unreactive, non-entangled, short-chain 
monomers and oligomers. 1.0 g of the composite was taken 
before washing and placed in 500 mL of distilled water with 
continuous stirring for 15 hours, with the water being changed 
every 60 minutes. Followed by drying at 60°C in the oven. 
The proportion of gel was determined using the following 
relationship until a consistent weight was achieved from the 
compound:21

 

Where Wd represents the weight of the composite after drying 
(g).
Wi represents the initial weight of the composite (g).

pH affects Drug Release In-vitro
Tablets of the composite loaded with SFDH drug was placed 
in solutions with different acid functions (2, 7 and 8) and at a 
ratio (0.5 g) of the drug per (100 mL) of the solution to study the 
outcome of these functions on release process, and for periods 
Then the solutions were separated and the released SFDH was 
measured by UV spectroscopy.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Characterization

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) 
spectrum of Infrared of GO/P(AA-AM- MCC) composites as 
shown in Figure 3 at range (3650–3100 cm-1) a wide absorption 
that demonstrate over-lapping between N-H and O-H peaks, 

also absorption bands at the frequency of (2933 cm-1) refer to the 
C-H bands present in aliphatic compounds within composite 
composition represent the symmetric and asymmetric vibration 
of the CH2 groups present in the composite, also present a 
band at (1720 cm-1) belonging to the carbonyl group C = O of 
amide present in MBA.22,23 After adsorption of SFDH drug, 
we observe that bands move in a lower wave number direction, 
and The carbonyl group C = O has moved from 1720 to 1690, 
according to additional new stretching vibrations revealed at 
(1500–1200) cm-1 for the (C=C) aromatic group.24,25

 FESEM
It has been shown that the surface of a GO/P(AA-AM-MCC) 

composite is rough and porous, and that the nanocomposite has 
a sponge-like structure and a mesh with compact layers. Lots 
of wrinkles are scattered about in a disorganised (Figure 4).26

(Figure 5) is an FESEM image demonstrating that the 
surface became smoother and more coherent after drug 
adsorption on the composite’s surface. With the drug molecules 
completely covering the composite surface, we know that the 
adsorption process has occurred.27

AFM
Photos of the atomic force microscopy (AFM) revealed that 
the average roughness is high and the surface is porous. The 
surface contains more declines than the tops and is bumpy 
(Figure 6).28

Figure 3: FTIR spectrum of composite before and after adsorption

Figure 4: FESEM analysis of a GO/P(AA-AM-MCC) composite
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DSC-TGA
Thermal stability investigations, such as DSC-TGA 
measurements29–31 help determine which materials have 
the greatest qualities for a certain application. The obtained 
thermograms are shown in (Figure 7), We can see two levels of 
mass losses from this thermogram curve of the composite: the 
first level is about 69.53% mass loss in the range of 230–298oC, 
which may be caused by the evaporation of adsorbed water 
from the composite surface, and the second level is about 
25.27% mass loss in the range of 298–450oC which is caused 
by the thermal decomposition of established groups and also 
has an association with the oxidation of residual carbon.
Brunauer-Emmett-Teller, Barrett-Joyner-Halenda 
Figures 8 and 9 show the preparation of a GO/P(AA-AM-
MCC) composite isotherm, with the adsorption (isotherm - 
desorption) of nitrogen N2 to the prepared hydrogel - belonging 
to the fourth class (IV). It follows that the surface pores are 
not consistently distributed, as evidenced by the multi-layer 
adsorption and this isotherm are hysteresis loops of H3.32 

Adsorption Isotherms
Using the Giles classification system, The SFDH drug’s 
calculated adsorption isotherms on the adsorbent surface 
matched those of class (L). This category demonstrates that 
the drug particles adsorbed on the adsorbent surface will 
be horizontally oriented and that the adsorption will occur 
in multiple layers. The equilibrium data for the adsorption 
process is shown in Table 1 and Figure 10, and the use of the 
Langmuir and Freundlich isotherms suggests that the surface or 
surfaces hosting the various adsorption sites are heterogeneous 
(Figure 11).33-35

Kinetic Adsorption 
Several kinetic models can be used to test experimental data 
and examine the adsorption mechanism. Using first order 

Figure 5: Imaging with a FESEM after SFDH drug adsorption on a 
composite

Figure 6: AFM image three dimensional of the composite

Figure 7: DSC-TGA curve of the composite

Figure 8: Nitrogen adsorption onto an adsorbent (isotherm-desorption) 
to BET

Figure 9: Nitrogen adsorption onto an adsorbent (isotherm-desorption) 
BJH

Table 1: Parameters of the isotherms for the Langmuir and Freundlich 
models

Langmuir modelFreundlich model
kLqmR2kFnR2

0.04921.5510.96551.6071.5990.9793
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and pseudo-second-order equations, GO/P(AA-AM-MCC) 
determined the drug removal rate constants.36 The first-order 
rate equation fit the data. Its linear form is:37

Where qe (mg/g) is the equilibrium sorption capacity and qt 
(mg/g) are the amount of drug adsorbed at time t (min). Values 
of k1 for composite was obtained from the slope of the plot of 
ln(qe-qt) vs. t Figure 12. The adsorption kinetic parameters 
from Figures 3-10 are indicated in Table 2.

The adsorption data were also analyzed in terms of a 
pseudo-second order mechanism. The linear form of the 
equation is:

Where k2 (g.mg-1.min) is the rate constant of the pseudo-second 
order adsorption. If the initial adsorption rate is:
h = k2 qe

2 
Then equation (4) becomes.

 

A straight line may be drawn by graphing t/qt vs t (Figure 15), 
which would allow the calculation of qe, k2, and h. Table 2 
lists the adsorption kinetic parameters. 
Effect of Weight of Composite
Figure 13 shows the plot of adsorption quantity Qe % of drug 
adsorption against the weight of adsorbent in gm. From this 
Figure 16, it is observed that the percentage of adsorption 
increases with increase in the adsorbent weight. This can be 
attributed to an increase in surface area of the sorbent, but it 
observed a decrease in adsorption capacity after wt. 0.05 g of 
adsorbent. It might be because the decreased surface area and 
binding sites lead to decreased adsorption capacity.38

Effect of Contact Time 
At a concentration of 50 ppm for the SFDH drug and different 
periods (1–180 minutes) at 20ºC and constant weight of 
Composite 0.05 gm. It was determined that the time required to 
reach the equilibrium state is (120 minute). As shown in Figure 
14, the adsorption process increases with time until reaching 
equilibrium at 120 minutes. This state can be described as 
steady-state adsorption of the drug.39 

Figure 10: SFDH linear Langmuir isotherm at 20ºC

Figure 11: SFDH linear Freundlich isotherm at 20ºC

Figure 12: Pseudo-second order model kinetics for Drug adsorption

Figure 13: Effect of adsorbent dose on the adsorption capacity of drug 
on a nanocomposite
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Effect of pH on In-vitro Drug Release 
The release of SFDH drug was studied at the acid functions (2, 
7 and 8), which are hypothetical acidic functions that represent 
the value of the environment of the stomach, intestines and 
colon, respectively. The results of the study showed that the 
highest percentage of drug released at pH = 8.0 and this is due 
to the two phenomena and ionization, as the amine group in 
the structural formula of SFDH drugs was at pH = 2 in the 
form of a (-NH+) group, and the drug is charged with a positive 
charge due to protonation, which leads to an attraction between 
the drug and the polymer complex with a negative charge, 
which hinders the drug’s release process In the hypothetical 
gastric fluid at pH = 2, as there is no swelling of the polymer 
due to the absence of charges that repel each other in addition 
to the hydrogen bond that restricts distension, while in the 
hypothetical intestinal fluid at pH = 8.0, the amine group of 
metformin is in the form of (N-The drug becomes negatively 
charged so that the electrostatic repulsion occurs between it 
and the polymeric compound with negative charge, and the 
repulsion is high and swelling occurs for the pharmaceutical 
tablet molds and the hydrophobic interference prevails inside 
the polymer so that the drug penetrates outside the urinary 
compound Merry Almaz, and the results shown in Figure 15 

show the effect of changing the pH on the process of drug 
liberation from the polymeric network.

CONCLUSIONS
 GO)/poly (acrylic acid-acryl amid-microcrystalline cellulose) 
[GO/P(AA-AM-MCC)] superabsorbent composites were 
produced by a free radical polymerization via GO platelets 
using, it could be employed as adsorbent to remove a SFDH 
drug from its aqueous solutions, and appropriate contact time 
of the process was 120 minutes, And, best dosage form of 
adsorbent was 0.05 gm , Langmuir and Freundlich isotherm 
equations model showed that in agreement with Freundlich, 
to indicate the adsorption process is multi-player. Adsorption 
process is relatively rapid and the kinetic adsorption data fitted 
well to the second order kinetic model and indicates an intra-
particle diffusion mechanism. 
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